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The Museum Founder
and His Family

The Cerralbo Marquisate
The origins of the house date back to the
Middle Ages with the Pacheco family who
were Cerralbo lords settled on land in Salamanca. The title of marquis of Cerralbo was
granted by Charles I in 1533 to Rodrigo Pacheco Osorio, the eighth Lord of Cerralbo,
for his services in the Germanic wars. He
was ambassador in Rome, Governor of
Galicia and Captain General in the Portuguese war, on the Ciudad Rodrigo front.
The 2nd marquis of Cerralbo, Juan Pacheco Osorio, was Governor and Captain General of Galicia and defended La
Coruña from Blake’s siege. The 3rd marquis of Cerralbo, Rodrigo Pacheco Osorio, also Governor and Captain General of
Galicia, was Viceroy of New Spain, King
Philip IV granting him the title of Count of
Villalobos to the ﬁrst-born of the Cerralbo
house for his good service.
In the 17th century, due to the lack of
direct heirs, the title of 6th marquis of Cer-

ralbo was passed from the Pacheco family to the Nieto de Silva family, speciﬁcally
don Fernando Nieto de Silva Pacheco;
from this point, the Moctezuma family
would be included due to the marriage of
the 8th Marquise of Cerralbo, doña Isabel
Nieto de Silva, to Francisco de Moctezuma, and later on the Aguilera Moctezuma
family in the form of Manuel Vicente Ferrer Aguilera, 12th marquis of Cerralbo.
And, thus, we come to Manuel Isidro
de Aguilera Moctezuma-Pacheco y Galarza, the great-grandfather of the Museum
founder don Enrique Aguilera Gamboa.
In him, the titles that his great-grandson would inherit were brought together,
in addition to 13th marquis of Cerralbo,
he held those of Almarza y Flores Dávila,
Count of Alba de Yeltes, Oliva de Gaytán and of Foncalada, Fuenrubia, Peñalba,
Villalobos and Casasola, to which marquisate of Campo Fuerte and the county of
Alcudia with grandeeship were added
with his marriage.

The 2nd marquis of Cerralbo’s suit of armour, 16th century (left). Self-portrait of Enrique de Aguilera around 1865 (above
left). Cerralbo around 1871 (above centre). Cerralbo surrounded by some of the politicians and intelectuals invited to his
archaeological discoveries exhibition, 1914 January the 11th. (above right).
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Portrait of the 13th marquis of Cerralbo, don Manuel Isidro de Aguilera Moctezuma-Pacheco.
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Portrait of the 13th marquise of Cerralbo, doña M.ª Josefa Ruiz de Contreras.
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Three of his children would successively inherit the marquisate: ﬁrst, Manuel as 14th marquis of Cerralbo, who
died very young, and later Fernando and
José. Don Fernando de Aguilera y Contreras, 15th marquis of Cerralbo, Knight of
the Order of the Golden Fleece, Grand
Cross of Charles III, was political leader of
Madrid during the liberal triennium, ambassador extraordinaire in Saxony (1819)
for arranging the marriage of the king to
Princess María Amalia, and Master
Equerry of the Queen’s Horse and Master
Archer to Queen Isabella II. He was the
associate founder of the Ateneo in Madrid
and a person who was very concerned
about education and schooling in 1818,
forming part of the Junta Protectora de la
Enseñanza together with other Grandees
of Spain. He died without heirs in 1838.
Don José Aguilera y Contreras, 16th
marquis of Cerralbo (1787-1872), grandfather of don Enrique, inherited the titles
belonging to his brother. He was a gentleman-in-waiting to Queen Isabella. His

eldest son Francisco de Aguilera Becerril
(1817-1867), Count of Villalobos, disciple of the marquis of Sotelo, introduced
physical culture to Spain and took part in
the promotion of gymnastics. He founded
the ﬁrst gymnasium in Madrid, invented
several apparatus which received international acclaim and he was the gymnastics teacher of the then prince of Asturias.
He married María Luisa Gamboa y López
de León in 1842. As a result of this union, don Enrique was born, who would
inherit, ﬁrst from his father, the title of
Count of Villalobos and, directly from
his grandfather, the marquisates of Cerralbo, Almarza, and Campo Fuerte and
the counties of Alcudia, Sacro Romano
Imperio and Foncalada, and twice Grandee of Spain; he transferred the remaining
titles to his brothers. From his grandfather he also inherited the San Boal Palace
in Salamanca, in addition to a collection
of country estates in Aranda de Duero,
Ciudad Rodrigo, Vitigudino and Alba de
Tormes.

The brothers Manuel and Fernando de Aguilera y Contreras.
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Francisco de Aguilera Becerril and M.ª Luisa Gamboa y López de León, count and countess of Villalobos, parents
of the Museum founder.
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Born in Madrid on 8 July 1845. From his
teens he showed a leaning towards the
Fine Arts with a gift for drawing, poetry
and painting. His enthusiastic and altruistic spirit led him to found the Young
Catholics and to join the Carlist party at
age twenty four. Three years later he was
elected as a member of parliament for the
province of Ledesma in Salamanca.
He studied Philosophy, Arts and Law
at the Universidad Central of Madrid. On
25 August 1871 he married doña Inocencia Serrano y Cerver, widow of don Antonio M.ª del Valle Angelín, with whom she
had two children: don Antonio and doña
Amelia del Valle y Serrano.
In 1885 he was appointed Senator of
the Kingdom in his own right. From April
1890 he would be don Carlos de Borbón’s representative in Spain. In honour
of his dedication and services rendered,

he was awarded the Order of the Golden Fleece in 1895 and, in 1896, he was
awarded the Collar of the Order of the
Holy Ghost.
Don Enrique combined his dedication to politics with his devotion to literature, art and his passion for collecting;
a restlessness that would lead him to go
on many trips throughout Europe with
his family. Together they visited museums and monuments and acquired many
of the artworks, antiques and decorative
objects which are housed in this housemuseum today.
Tired of politics and disillusioned with
the in-ﬁghting at the heart of the party,
don Enrique resigned in 1899, claiming
he did so for health reasons. He began
the new century focusing on very different activities, such as horse breeding
and carriage racing. The English-Hispanic crossbreeding of his stud resulted in
horses that won ﬁrst prizes at the Barcelona and Madrid exhibitions of 1902.

Enrique and Amelia with Juan Cabré in the garden of the Palace of Santa María de Huerta (Soria), around 1918.
I.P.C.E. Cabré Archive, Inv. No. 2223.

Don Enrique de Aguilera y Gamboa, 17th Marquis of Cerralbo

In addition, he devoted himself to
historical investigations. In 1900 he published the study Doña María Henríquez
de Toledo, mujer del Gran Duque de Alba,
and years later, in 1908, his acceptance
speech to the Royal Academy of History: El Arzobispo Don Rodrigo Ximénez de
Rada y el Monasterio de Santa María de
Huerta. It was at this time that his interest
in several archaeological and palaeontological sites in the Castilian plateau, iniciated in 1898 in Ciempozuelos (Madrid),
was increased.
He returned brieﬂy to politics in 1912,
acting this time as the representative
of don Jaime de Borbón, a position he
would hold until 1919 when the party
split up after the First World War.
At sixty-four years of age, he
devoted himself completely to Archaeology. Around 1903 he met Juan Cabré,
a young artist and archaeologist, with
whom he would collaborate and maintain
a close friendship. From his mansion at
Santa M.ª de Huerta in Soria he directed
and ﬁnanced over a hundred digs around
the river Jalón. The results of the ﬁrst
excavations are published in his work
Páginas de la Historia Patria por mis
excavaciones arqueológicas, a ﬁvevolume study for which he received the
Martorell International Award in 1912.
Bearing in mind that the law of the
time permitted those who had carried
out archaeological digs to keep some of
the objects found on them, don Enrique
accumulated thousands of pieces in his
mansions in Madrid and Soria which, in
the end, went to the Museo Arqueológico Nacional and the Museo Nacional de
Ciencias Naturales.
In 1912 he went to the International
Congress on Prehistoric Anthropology
and Archaeology in Geneva as a representative of the Real Academia de la
Historia, where he presented his studies
on Torralba and Iberian burial grounds.
From then on he collaborated with the
Cerralbo measuring a burial at the necropolis of Castro Ógmico, Monreal de Ariza (Zaragoza) (top). The Marquis
photographed with the ﬁve volumes of his book Páginas de la Historia Patria por mis excavaciones arqueológicas,
awarded the Martorell prize in 1911. (below)
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most prestigious European scientiﬁc and
cultural institutions, such as the Institut
de Paléontologie Humaine in Paris, the
Academia Pontiﬁcia Romana dei Nuovi
Lincei and Imperial Institute in Berlin.
He kept in contact with H. Breuil, H.
Obermaier, L. Siret, E. Tormo, J. Amador
de los Ríos, A. Schulten and É. Cartailhac,
among many others, on a scientiﬁc basis.
His passion for collecting began at an
early age with the world of Numismatics;
years later, his marriage to doña Inocencia, the inheritance from his grandfather
and his investments, although cautious,
in the stock market and the railway allowed him to amass a varied and important artistic heritage. A tireless curios
and collectables hunter in auctions and
antique shops, mainly in France and Italy, he bought twenty-one paintings from
the Michiele from Venice antique shop
in 1883, works by Ruschi, Tintoretto and
Palma The Younger among them. In Paris, he often went to auctions in the Hôtel Drouot and acquired drawings, prints,
marble busts, European and Oriental

porcelain, clocks, rare books and manuscripts, as well as coins from the Belgian
colonel P. Maillet’s collection. In the Hôtel des Ventes in Rue Rossini he obtained
several Oriental musical instruments
which came from Adolphe Sax’s museum
of instruments; Adolphe Sax being the inventor of the saxophone.
Due to large collections going on sale
in Spain, such as the marquis of Salamanca’s, he had the opportunity to obtain pictorial works which, in turn, had come from
José Madrazo’s collection and before that,
from the houses belonging to the Marquis
of Leganés and the marquis of Altamira.
Cerralbo also went to the large national and international exhibitions held in
Paris and other European cities in search
of decorative elements for his mansion. A
wide range of decorative objects which
drew inspiration from former times, such
as dinner and tea services, glassware,
sculptures, porcelain, lamps, mirrors,
clocks, furniture, rugs, tapestries and
painted papers, were shown and commercialised in these exhibitions.

Photograph dedicated to Enrique, signed by the archaeologists and palaeontologists Obermaier, Breuil, Cartailhac,
Boule and Alcalde del Río (c. 1889-1910).
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In the end, he was able to amass an
important and varied collection, considered one of the most complete in Spain
at the time.
The Marquis’s zeal for collecting was
not an isolated occurrence, but a hobby
that became popular in principal European cities during the mid-nineteenth
century, especially among the wealthy
bourgeoisie.
Curieux and connoisseur were the
terms of the period used to deﬁne the
proﬁle of professional collectors; wealthy
gentlemen with enough free time to travel, take part in auctions and visit antique
shops in search of art works, objets d’art,
antiques and curios. To the initial interest
in owning such items was later added that
of research; collectors became, by dint of
looking, buying and studying, true specialists who needed to share their ﬁndings
in scholarly publications.
Cerralbo’s concern that a collection
brought together with such passion, dedication and effort could be scattered led
him to create a Museum. Thanks to his

initiative, the Spanish national heritage
includes the testimony of a period, a lifestyle and artistic preferences that would
have otherwise been lost. Don Enrique
expressed his desires in a will written in
1922: “Throughout my life I have spent
much time collecting works of art, archaeological pieces and curios. Having
been able to bring together important
and valuable collections, and given that I
don’t have obligatory heirs, I have decided to keep these collections in such a way
that they shall always remain together and
be there to be studied by science and art
enthusiasts”.
His good friend and colleague in archaeological expeditions and the ﬁrst
director of the Museum (at the express
wishes of the founder), reiterated Cerralbo’s intentions with these words: “His
Museum should be seen as a house-museum, […] of a similar style to those in
Italy and France, where the way a great
Spanish gentleman lived at the end of the
19th century and beginning of the 20th is
shown. (Cabré, 1928, 6-7)”.

Original appearance of the Third Gallery of the Cerralbo Palace, around 1912.
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Doña Inocencia Serrano y Cerver
(1816-1896)
Born in Valencia into a wealthy family, she
was ﬁrst married to don Antonio del Valle
y Angelín with whom she had two children, Antonio and Amelia. Del Valle had
followed a military career, coming to be Intendant General in Puerto Rico in 1837 and,
three years later, Secretary of the Treasury
and Sub-Director of the Banco de España.
Made a widow from her ﬁrst marriage,
in 1871 doña Inocencia married don Enrique, whom she always accompanied not
only on his trips throughout Europe, but
also on those for political campaigning. She
supported him in his work at the service
of don Carlos and also shared his passion
for collecting and for constructing his mansion in the manner of a digniﬁed coffer for
housing his collections.
18

Don Antonio del Valle y Serrano
(1846-1900)
He also studied Philosophy and Arts at
the Universidad Central where he came
across the man who would be his stepfather. Together they would create the
literary society La Alborada which held
soirées on literary and artistic topics. In
1868 he received the title of 1st marquis
of Villa-Huerta. In the novel Viajes, hazañas y aventuras de un héroe del siglo XIII,
the protagonist, a noble Spaniard, travels
through France, Austria, Turkey and other
far-off places, reproducing almost exactly
the same route that the author followed
on a family trip, ending in Istanbul in
1890. The remnants of the trips don Antonio made with his family remain in a
small collection of souvenirs that, after his
death, were kept by his sister Amelia and
bequeathed to the Museum.
Cerralbo and Villa-Huerta also shared
an enthusiasm for Numismatics and brought
together an extensive collection of around
25,000 pieces.
Inocencia del Valle around 1873 (top). Antonio del Valle around 1873 (bottom).
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Doña Amelia del Valle y Serrano
(1850-1927)
Marquise of Villa-Huerta from the time
of her brother’s death, overshadowed by
the personality of the man she called her
step-father and by the way that women
were relegated to the background during
the time in which she lived, we know
very little about her.
She shared don Enrique’s interest in
collecting, his social life and the altruistic idea of the creation of a Museum,
in fact, so much so that the early idea
of the Marquis to found the Museum in
his San Boal mansion in Salamanca was
discarded not only because of the risk
and effort involved in moving everything, but also because of the interest
shown by doña Amelia in taking part in
the project. While her brother was alive,
and shortly after her mother passed
away, the siblings, as owners of the
residence, signed a document in which
they conceded the right to life interest
in all the rooms of the Main Floor. Later
on, in 1922, doña Amelia sold the part
of the building that responded to her
brother’s undivided part (the doorway,
the main staircase and the Main Floor)
to the Marquis to ensure the collections
remained in their initial location of the
Museum.
Her support of her step-father’s last
wishes is patently clear when, despite
the fact that doña Amelia was still living in the mansion, she consented to
opening the doors of the house to the
public for two hours a day, three times
a week. The rapport she had with her
step-father was such that she decided
to follow in his footsteps and bring the
works of art from the Mezzanine Floor
to the Museum, in addition to some
of the paintings and furniture from
the Santa María de Huerta mansion,
the summer residence that the family
had in Soria.
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Amelia del Valle around 1873 (top).
Amelia, co-founder of the Museum, around 1902 (bottom).

